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By Skinny, SASS #7361

Happy Independence Day!
ou should be receiving this edition of The Cowboy
Chronicle right around the Fourth of July, 2016, so let
me take this opportunity to wish everyone a great Independence Day in this wonderful country of ours—a country
in which we still have the freedom and the right to bear
arms for any reason, including the sport in which we all
participate. This marks our 240th year of Independence, but
we must remain diligent and focused to retain our rights,
and this is possibly one of the most important Presidential
election years we’ve ever faced. When you cast your ballot
on November 8 (and please do cast your ballot), be sure to
keep in mind the best candidate to support if we’re to retain
our firearms rights. You may or may not particularly like
the person for whom you’ll be voting, but I urge you to cast
your ballot for that candidate anyway. Our future and our
Nation’s future may hang in the balance and it could well
be the best decision you didn’t like you’ve ever made.
Call for submissions…
There seems to be a lot of talk on the SASS Wire and
elsewhere about the lack of certain types of articles readers
would like to see in The Cowboy Chronicle, or the inclusion
of things some readers don’t like. One member suggested
he’d rather see an article on gun reviews than see space
taken up by comic book pages. So let me address this again.
First, in digital issues, the comic book pages, or costume
articles, or anything else, do not take the place of other articles. In a virtual publication there is no limit to the number of pages we can publish. We do hold back some things
for future issues, but pretty much we publish what we get.
So if ten pages of, say, comics were dropped, you wouldn’t
get ten pages of something else, you’d just get ten fewer
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pages. (The printed issues are a
different story, of course, but
Skinny, SASS #7361
you’ll note they do not contain
comics or other frivolous features.) Comics, or costuming,
or out-of-your-state club reports, or what-have-you, may not
be what you want to read, but if so just skip over them. There
are other members who do want to read them and consider
them our most important or entertaining features.
Keep in mind we print what we get. If you don’t see
enough articles about guns and gear, or about gunsmithing,
or about Mounted events, or about Wild Bunch, it’s not because we choose to not print them, it’s because no one is submitting articles about those things. I would encourage every
reader who has an interest in those areas—or an interest
about anything—to submit an article. It will certainly get edited, but (barring inappropriate material) it will very likely
get published.
—Skinny
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INTER R ANGE
The Silver Jubilee!
25 Years of Excellence

T

By Larsen E. Pettifogger, SASS #32933 Life Regulator

Photos by Deadeye Al, SASS #26454, Quigley Photography, Larsen E. Pettifogger

Prologue
wenty-five years— a quarter of a century. Think where
you were (and how old you were!) twenty-five years ago.
So how did it all begin? How did Winter Range come about
and how did it grow to become the largest Cowboy Action
Shooting™ event in the world?
The founder of Winter Range was Jim Rodgers, SASS #5
(SASS alias William Bruce). Rodgers was a founding member of SASS® and an original member of the Wild Bunch. In
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Larsen E.
Pettifogger,
SASS Life #32933

addition to being intimately involved with Cowboy Action
Shooting™, he was also the co-founder of Wah-Maker
Clothing. One of the early ventures of Wah-Maker was to
provide the costuming for Clint Eastwood’s Academy Award
winning movie The Unforgiven. He also co-founded the
Cowboy Mounted Shooter’s Association (CMSA).
After leaving the Wild Bunch in the fall of 1991, Rodgers
met with some like-minded individuals in Arizona and formed
the Arizona Territorial Company of Rough Riders with the
purpose of creating a match of national championship quality.
On January 24, 1992, the W. R. Marksman Club, Inc. (Winter
Range being a DBA—doing business as) was incorporated in
Arizona. At about the same time the registered trade name
“Winter Range National Old West Shooting Competition” was
filed, and thus was born Winter Range as a National Cowboy
Shooting Competition. Initially END of TRAIL was simply
END of TRAIL. In 1995 END of TRAIL became the World
Championship. Winter Range continued to be known as the
National Old West Shooting Competition until 1997 when it
changed to the SASS National Championship. Winter Range
has operated under contract with SASS since that time.
Winter Range is not a club. It does not put on monthly
shooting matches. It’s sole and only purpose is to put on an
annual national match. It is a not for profit corporation and
the Arizona Territorial Company of Rough Riders are all
volunteers. The sole and only mission—to the point of being
an obsession for the rough riders—is to ask, what can we do
to put on the best possible match for the shooters? What can
we do to make the match the most entertaining experience
possible for the shooters? What can we do to make the range
and props as pleasing as possible for the shooters?
The first order of business when determining what can
be done for the shooters is, of course, to accommodate as
many as possible. When Winter Range began in 1992 it was
set up as a two-day ten-stage match that could accommodate
500 shooters. After a few years Winter Range was sold out
on an annual basis so in 2003, in response to shooter requests, the match went to a three-day twelve-stage format,
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which raised the shooter capacity to 720. (Match capacity
was calculated as 20 shooters per posse times three waves
times 12 stages equals 720) In some years the match was
still sold out. There was reluctance to add more shooters
per posse because of the possibility of delays between
stages. However, after reviewing the shooting scenarios and
making a few tweaks for maximum efficiency and making
sure expediters were assigned on all stages, the number of
shooters on each posse was gradually raised over the years
to 21 (756 match total), 22 (792 match total) and finally to
23 per posse for the Silver Jubilee (828 match total).
~ Chapter 1 ~
Prior Planning Prevents Poor Performance
he planning/work cycle for Winter Range is normally
eleven and one-half months. As soon as one Winter Range
ends the planning for the next one begins. The 25th Winter
Range was going to be special so the planning for Winter
Range number 25 began in 2014, two years before the event
would take place. What should be the theme? Do the shooters
really care if there is a theme? What should be the name? Calling it 25th Annual Winter Range sounds kind of blah. What
should the 25th logo look like? Winter Range tries to give each
shooter a gift each year, the 25th had to be a special gift. What
should it be, a belt buckle? A wrist or pocket watch? An embroidered Winter Range jacket and, if so, how would we maintain and store 800 jackets of varying sizes? How much would
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800 of anything cost? After a few samples of different items
were examined, an embroidered range bag was selected. How
long would 800 take to be manufactured and shipped? Where
would they be stored, as they would take up a lot of space?
What categories would be offered? Should any non-official
categories be offered? Winter Range prides itself on giving out
quality awards and adding each new category adds over one
thousand dollars to the awards budget. The Winter Range contract with SASS specifies, in order to award a category there
must be a minimum of seven men or three women participating.
The Winter Range awards take months to order and are different
year-to-year, thus an error in judgment on which categories will
fill could be an expensive error. Should there be a flyover of
private jets like in past years? To save time should there be only
one flyover instead of one for each wave? Could we get more
planes? Should we have a fireworks display? A fireworks display requires a permit form the state, special insurance, coordination with the fire department and an EMT on-site. Would a
larger presence by the Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office be
needed? How much extra would this cost, etc., etc., etc.? While
all these discussion about the Silver Jubilee were going on the
planning for Winter Range 2015 was taking place at the same
time. Winter Range 2015 ended on March 1, 2015. The work
cycle for Winter Range 2016 began mid-March, 2015.
The Arizona Territorial Company of Rough Riders consists of 23 individuals. These individuals are the board of directors of the W. R. Marksman Club, Inc., DBA Winter
(Continued on page 8)
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Range. Each member of the board has a job and works on
that job throughout the year on such things as media, entertainment, awards, sponsors, vendors, scoring, range management, facilities, and a host of other functions. Within
two to three weeks after a Winter Range ends there is an
after action meeting. At this meeting each and every one of
the 400- to 500-plus comments that are received after a
match are read and discussed. In some cases, if there appear
to be serious issues, a commenter is called and their concerns discussed with them. The comments are then grouped
into topics and suggestions made on how to make improvements for the next Winter Range.
Over the next many months each board member will
work on their assigned task and all board members will
help with common tasks like designing and building props
and repairing and repainting old props. During the hot summer months a lot of work is done in board member homes
and garages and each month there is a board meeting where
each board member reports on progress and whether any
assistance is needed in meeting goals. Winter Range is so
big, no single board member knows or can know everything that is going on, so the board meetings offer an opportunity to catch up and find out what everyone is doing
as each board member gives a report on their function.

VISIT

Around October, when the temperatures start dropping
below 100 degrees, there are work parties at the Winter
Range storage yard at the Ben Avery Shooting Facility. Old
props are taken out of storage, repaired, repainted, redesigned or repurposed. New props are built or brought
from board members’ garages and assembled for the first
time. Targets are repaired or replaced. Stage ideas discussed
and what props will be needed on the stages.
As previously mentioned, Winter Range is not a club so
there is no opportunity to set up or test stages. They are
drawn up on a computer and reviewed based on years of experience in drafting and designing stages. After the stages
are drawn and reviewed to make sure they read correctly and
flow logically the next step is to draw up a construction
handbook. These are detailed color-coded books that show
what type targets will be used on each stage and their placement. They show which props will go on each stage and
where they will be placed and detailed notes on how the
stage should look. All of this is necessary because Ben Avery
is an active public shooting range and there is shooting going
on right up until hours before the set-up of Winter Range begins. Aside from thousands of individual members of the
public who use Ben Avery, there are more than 140 user
groups that have signed contracts to use the ranges. After
years of negotiating, Winter Range did manage to secure
permission to construct three permanent facades—the sa(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 8)

loon, the fort, and the general store.
Everything else has to be hauled out
and erected and then taken down before
and after each Winter Range.
The main tent started going up on
February 4, 2016 and the vendor village
started. Ben Avery has only light duty
electricity on the ranges so the area has
to be trenched and electric lines installed and twin 500kv diesel generators
brought in to power Winter Range.
While this is going on there is still
shooting taking place out in the bays.
Then the big day comes, Tuesday, February 16, 2016. The shooting ceases, the
ranges belong to Winter Range.
Early in the morning the Match Director and the Range Master go out into
the bays and start marking them with
colored paint that matches the colors in
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the construction handbook. Meanwhile trailers are being
loaded with targets. Each trailer is loaded with targets
numbered for each bay. The targets have to go out first
because once the props are set up the trucks can’t get
past them. Next, trailer after trailer of props are moved
to their bays. Then a forklift helps lift the prop sections
into place. The work continues at a furious pace from
dawn to dusk on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday. On Saturday the major construction is done. But,
the transformation of the range is nowhere near complete! Next comes the Beautification Committee. The
stages are not complete until these ladies give it their
seal of approval. They go out and touch up scratches
and gouges. Paint supports, hang curtains, place decorations and add literally hundreds of odds and ends all
over the range. They change it from a sterile but
shootable environment to Disneyland. Finally, at noon
on Sunday all is done and Registration opens. By 4:00
p.m. more than 500 people have been registered and
more than 500 shooter bags have been handed out.
~ Chapter 2 ~
It must be Monday
Because they are Shooting
The SASS National Championship
of Wild Bunch Action Shooting!
hh, the Wild Bunch. In the movie, Ernest Borgnine,
William Holden, Warren Oates, and Ben Johnson,
were the fictional characters. In real life, Blackjack Pershing, Pancho Villa, and George Patton were the real characters. A time period from 1911 through about 1919 when
the west was still fresh in everyone’s minds but the modern
age was coming fast. The six-gun, mule-ear shotguns, and
black powder were fading fast. The Colt 1911, pump shotguns, and smokeless powder were the kings of the hill.
SASS Wild Bunch shooting emulates the period in which
Cowboy Action Shooting™ leaves off. When you walk
(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 11)

down the firing line of a
WBAS match the guns, gear,
and clothing are distinctly differently than those of a Cowboy Action Shooting™ match.
Another thing that is distinctly different is the noise level! No 60 power
factor at a WBAS match. WBAS matches are
major power matches with a minimum power
factor of 150. And yes they actually chronograph ammo at WBAS matches. So make sure
your pistol AND rifle ammo make the 150
minimum power factor. There is only one pistol caliber, .45 ACP. And only one pistol allowed, the 1911. Only big bore rifles .40 and
over and only 12-gauge pump shotguns. (97s,

93/97s and Model 12s) WBAS has its own
section on the SASS website. Just go to the
SASS homepage and click on the box that
says “Wild Bunch Action Shooting.” Once
you get there you will find a forum, rules
section and a bunch of other information.
WBAS matches are not target shooting matches. However the targets are often
set out a little further than Cowboy Action
Shooting™ targets and are often a little
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smaller. You do have to aim. It is not unusual to fire 30 or more pistol rounds on a
stage. Because the ammo is major power
there are more reactive targets used in a
typical WBAS match. The other big difference is the shotguns are often staged
with the magazines fully loaded with six
rounds and the hammer down on an empty
chamber. Model 12 shooters have to
(Continued on page 14)
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demonstrate this fact by pulling the trigger
in front of the TO. A click equals a SDQ so
know your firearm.
WBAS is guided by the Wild Bunch
Committee (this is not THE Wild Bunch
which guides all of SASS) and consists of
four dedicated individuals (Happy Jack, Evil
Roy, Texas Jack Morales, and Legendary
Lawman) who develop the rules and set the
operating philosophy and principles for
WBAS. For the past several years the Winter
Range WBAS match has been a ten-stage
match and limited to 125 shooters. This year,
when the Cowboy Action Shooting™ match
was raised to 828, it was decided to let the
WBAS numbers float. The total went to 134,
which is the largest WBAS match ever held.
The Wild Bunch Committee prepares the
stages and submits them to Winter Range for
review. This year, in response to shooter
comments from last year, Winter Range
made several suggestions to the Wild Bunch
Committee to make the stages more in line
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with the Winter Range stage design philosophy and to reflect the demographics of the
shooter’s at the match. After some discussion, the Wild Bunch Committee agreed to
incorporate some changes in the stage design. After the match, the feedback from
shooters was very positive. WBAS is an exciting sport and the extremely positive
shooter feedback from this year’s match
bodes well that next year’s WBAS match
will be even bigger and better.

~ Chapter 3 ~
What Do You Mean its Only
Wednesday?!
he sun rises and it is another bright and
sunny day with eighty-degree weather
predicted once again. Side matches, warm
up matches, the swap meet, Plainsman, the
opening ceremony, the free shooter appreciation food, the military aircraft flyover, and
the fireworks display are all on the agenda.
A pre-dawn to well after dark day, it will be
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(Continued on page 14)
PIETTA KIDS
Continuing a tradition, F.LLI. Pietta gave away a revolver to every Winter Range participate under the age of 18.

Winter Range 2016 . . .

the single busiest day of the match. It will take the combined efforts
of the 23 Rough Riders, 44 Rangers, and more than 100 volunteers
(fellow shooters) who have donated two hours of their time to help
man the side matches, to keep the Wednesday activities flowing.
From the long-range bays in the east to the trap and skeet ranges
in the west, the action spreads out for more than a mile and one-half.
There are four stages of warm-ups going on in three waves with each
wave accommodating 200 shooters. Then there are the speed stages.
Speed rifle with some of the speed demons shooting off ten shot
strings in well less than two seconds. There is speed shotgun for the
97, the double barrels, and the 1887. The Derringer and the pocket
pistol shooters are blazing away with sub one-second runs with the
derringer and sub two-second runs with the pocket pistol. And, of
course there is the speed pistol for two-handed shooters, gunfighters
and duelists. Around two o’clock the Plainsman event begins.
Meanwhile, at about noon in the main tent the swap meet
opens and the main tent’s 8,000 square feet of floor space is filled
with tables covered with guns and gear and packed with bargain
seekers. Around 4:30 p.m. the main tent is cleared and preparations begun for the opening ceremony and flyover. Each year, to
honor our military and to honor our SASS friends who have
passed away the previous year, Winter Range has hosted a flyover
at the beginning of each wave on the first day of the Cowboy AcVISIT

tion Shooting™ match (Thursday). Many shooters would wait for
the flyover to be over before heading to their stages. Because of
the increased number of shooters, in order to save time at the Silver Jubilee, it was decided to have one big flyover on Wednesday.
Two squadrons of three planes flew two formations crossing paths
over the main tent. There was a brief opening ceremony and
Singing Sue sang the National Anthem. It was amazing; her rendition of the anthem was spectacular.
After the opening ceremony, free food and drink was made
available to all shooters while everyone waited for dusk to turn to
darkness and for the fireworks display to begin. The day had been
in the high 80s so even after sunset the evening was still a pleasant
mid-70s. After lots of light-hearted banter and trash talk about
how well everyone was going to do at the next day’s Cowboy Action Shooting™ match, the fireworks display began. Round after
round of pyrotechnics were launched and exploded in the clear
desert sky to the oohs and aahs of the crowd. Then there was a
planned delay of about ten seconds when people thought that display was over and started to leave and the fireworks wizard ignited
the grand finale—an entire pallet of fireworks he called “Skies
Over Bagdad” because it was going to be “shock and awe” that
was fired simultaneously. And it was! The horizon lit up and the
aerial bombs shook the ground. It was AWESOME!!! And just
like that when the smoke cleared the day was over.
(Continued on page 17)
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~Best Couple~
Marshall
Seth Bullock
and
Divine Miss M

~Best
Gentleman~
The Man
With No
Middle Name

~Best Cowboy~
Capt. George Baylor

~Best Lady~
Serenity
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~Best
Junior Boy~
Pecos Nick
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COSTUME CONTEST WINNERS

(Continued from page 15)

~ Chapter 4 ~
It’s Thursday Morning and Time For
The SASS National Championship
of Cowboy Action™ Shooting!
right and early Thursday morning
saw the beginning of another 80degree day, it was time for a short
greeting for those who missed the opening ceremony, and the safety meeting.
The Silver Jubilee safety meeting was
a bit different from prior Winter Range
safety meetings. Winter Range has for
several years presented a video for its
safety meeting and typically goes
through the standard safety rules. SASS
held a summit in Las Vegas in December of 2015 and made several rule
changes and clarifications. The video
focused on these changes, showing a
shooting scenario and then explaining
the new rule changes and interpretations, such as the safe retrieval of
dropped ammunition, the prohibition
against leaving a stage once shooting
has begun to retrieve forgotten ammo,
and a penalty for a falling long gun
(Continued on page 18)

B
~Best Silver
Screen
Lady~
Lil McGill

~Best Silver
Screen
Man~
Reuben J.
Cogburn

~Best Junior
Girl~
Miss Gypsy
Belle

~Best
Military~
Cowtown Scout
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~Best Saloon
Girl~
Shotglass
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even though the timer operator keeps it from falling all the
way to the ground. After the meeting everyone headed for his
or her stage assignments. This process was repeated for each
of the next two waves until all 800-plus shooters were on
their way to their chance at glory—or if not for glory then
just plain good old fashioned FUN.
Winter Range is the National Championship and the
goal of each Winter Range is to present a match of National
Championship quality that will challenge world-class competitors from countries around the world while providing a
fun and entertaining experience for shooters of all skill levels. The stages are set up so some are up close and personal,
some are mid-range, and a couple just a little farther out.
None are set at the SASS maximum recommended distances
and the targets are all generous in size. Most targets are 20"
x 20" and many are 24" x 24". There is always a falling
plate rack; sometimes it is for pistol and sometimes for rifle.
There is always an aerial target (with a makeup target to
preserve clean matches), at which small soda cans are used
so there is no question about a golden BB. If one pellet hits
the can, soda squirts out the hole. If two or three pellets hit
the can it explodes. There is always at least one forward
movement stage to add variety to the normal side-to-side
flow of most stages. There are no brainteasers. The object
is not to test peoples’ ability to solve puzzles but their ability to shoot. As noted numerous times, if there are several
comments about a particular stage on the shooter comments
survey, that stage is reviewed and notes made in the stage
writing file for the next year.
Then there are the props. Each year Winter Range tries
to build one or two new props, repurpose one or two, and
completely repaint and restore all the others. There are hundreds of little decorative items that turn sterile shooting
bays into fun and festive scenarios. The ore cars on the train
have actual ore in them. The riverboat has a ticket booth
with a lady selling tickets. The hotel has a sundial on the
front and the sundial is actually oriented so it tells the correct time. The sluice box at the mine has water running
through it and is filled with “gold” nuggets. The front of the
main tent, rather than being stark white canvas, has a
wooden façade that looks like an old western town. The
Rough Riders are obsessive about wanting to make sure
their guests have the best time possible, and they spend
hours on details most people will never notice but add ambience to the Winter Range experience.
The warm sunny weather continues and the shooting
goes on. Old friends meet and greet each other out on the
range. New friends are made. After the shooting is done, the
days scores are posted and there is a crowd next to the scoring shack checking their scores. Some are even checking
other people’s scores. Friday and Saturday night there is a
dinner where everyone can kick back and relax in the main
tent. So far, it’s been a great week.
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~ Chapter 5 ~
Sponsors, Vendors and Entertainment
everal companies that cater to our sport have blessed us.
They produce the goods and services that make Cowboy
Action Shooting™ possible and their generosity helps support our matches. Winter Range has grown to the point that
it is not just a shooting match; it is a major sporting event.
The event sponsor is Ruger. F.LLI Pietta sponsors the Cowboy Action Match. Wild West Mercantile sponsors the Wild
Bunch Action Match.
Shooters compete for only so many hours per day. In
many cases spouses and children don’t shoot at all. What to
do with the rest of that time? Go to the vendor area and food
court and spend some money or watch the entertainment.
Phoenix is a destination resort city and the winter weather
is generally quite mild. The entire week of the Silver Jubilee
was bright and sunny. The more shooters you have, the
more vendors you can draw. Winter Range has a sponsor
and vendor coordinator whose job is to spend the year trying to find new sponsors and vendors to attend Winter
Range. Shooters like prizes and the sponsors and vendors
provide those prizes. Several years ago it was decided that
trying to come up with 750 individual prizes was just not
feasible. Instead, the major sponsors were asked to donate
several major quality prizes. Match participants are then
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given one ticket in their shooters packet (no additional tickets are sold). Prize jars (one for each sponsor) are put out on
a table with a list of prizes each sponsor has donated. The
shooter can then select the jar in which they want to put their
ticket. The winning tickets are drawn and the list of winners
posted. To make sure everyone gets something, Winter
Range gives everyone a gift. This year it was a Silver Jubilee
Shooter’s Bag.
For the Silver Jubilee the sponsors went above and beyond. Taylor’s and Company had Winchester 73s with the
Silver Jubilee logos engraved on the side plates. Mernicle
Holsters had a stunning set of custom holsters with sterling
silver Silver Jubilee logos on them. Palo Verde Gun Works
gave away a fully race tuned 73. Alessandro Pietta gave a
revolver to every shooter under the age of 18! And on and
on. The vendor area was lined with vendors selling everything a Cowboy or Cowgirl could desire. A newbie could arrive dressed in civvies and leave fully decked out in cowboy
clothes complete with hat, guns and leather. And reloading
equipment, powder, and reloading supplies and gun cart for
that matter.
Out in the food court there was food to suit everyone’s
taste and the ladies selling ice cream had long lines. Strolling
troubadours would entertain while you were eating, and inside the main tent Doc Holliday would regale you with tales
of the old West. You could go outside and see the Rhinestone
(Continued on page 22)
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Roper and his horses do some tricks and
Roper would also do a little fast draw
and knife throwing. The Fast Draw Association is also a big draw for the
crowds and they always offer a prize for
the fastest Cowboy participant. At night
there is bingo and cowboy poker in the
main tent. And, of course, there was
dinner and dancing. With perfect
weather and clear skies, a lot of wallets
got emptied on vendor row.
~ Chapter 6 ~
There’s All Kinds of Pretty Girls in
Town,
it must be time for the
WINTER RANGE COSTUME
CONTEST

O
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SASS MOUNTED SHOOTING
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

By Pea Patch, SASS #23840

ne of the most unique aspects of
Cowboy Action Shooting™ is the
costuming. For some SASS members,
their costumes tell a story of either old
west history or a story of their alias. Or
they may want to share their family
history by dressing to represent an ancestor who played an important role in
shaping their lives or even our country.
There are others who have always
wanted to be a cowboy or cowgirl or
admired our silver screen icons. They
may choose to dress as John Wayne,
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, or any number of our many TV and Movie heroes,
or dress as real life heroes such as
Annie Oakley and Wyatt Earp. Then of
course many of us like to represent the
great Civil War Era by dressing in military uniforms and hooped dresses.
Many of us had ancestors in that war
and we feel we are honoring them and
the part they played in shaping this
great nation by representing them in
costume. And then there are those of us
who simply wish to don the unique and
colorful costumes of the Victorian Era
and in that way transport ourselves
back in time.
The Costume Contest at Winter
Range strives to showcase the very
best of the costumes and the cowboys
and cowgirls who wear them. This year
was once again a challenge to decide
who was best with so many high quality entries. Our judges worked very

hard Saturday during the day walking
the shooting line and judging the
working costumes. They looked at
every posse on every wave, took pictures of the contestants and later that
day looked at each picture. Most of
the contestants had stories to tell about
their costume. Many of them were
homemade and taken from original
pictures and the judges took all of that
into consideration.
The evening costume judging took
place Saturday night and we were fortunate to be able to use the Uberti Tent
on Sutler’s Row for the judging venue.
With its wood flooring and western atmosphere it was the perfect setting for
a challenging evening of judging.
There were a wide variety of costumes
from Ladies of the Night to the Town
Doctor. The Storekeeper from the
General Store came by wearing his
apron and carrying a chicken. We met
a lady who was traveling alone. She
had just gotten off the train and she
VISIT
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had her hatbox with her. Rooster Cogburn showed up and also a Texas
Ranger named John King Fisher. We
even met a prison guard and a retired
bounty hunter turned family man.
Olive Oatman, who is known as The
Tattooed Lady, was with us. Dale
Evans was there along with Emma
Small from the movie Johnny Guitar.
We saw ladies dressed in their best
finery wearing bustled dresses of the
Victorian Era to wide brimmed hats of
the Edwardian Era. There were day
dresses, evening dresses. A lovely
polonaise and steam punk was also
represented. Several couples made an
appearance including a young saloon

Winter Range 2016 . . .
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girl accompanied by a gambler. A lady
came wearing her wedding dress and her
husband was with her dressed in his
wedding attire. We saw a couple color
coordinated in red who were on their
way to dinner and the theater. There was
a gentleman wearing a top hat with his
lady by his side dressed in a ball gown.
The Junior category was well represented, from a Saloon Girl to a young
man wearing a rifle frock and carrying a
derringer. The judges interviewed a
Major in his 1872 dress uniform, wearing a Chapeau du Bras hat and carrying
a staff officer’s sword. The judges heard
several stories and saw many accouterments, which added to the difficult task
Half-A-Hand Henri,
of making a decision. All of the contestLadies’ Overall Wild Bunch Champion
ants were judged on authenticity, origiand
nality and knowledge of their costume.
Sweet 16 Shootoff Winners
Boggus Deal,
Although presentation was not required,
Men’s Overall Wild Bunch Champion
SASS Kicker
it was used as tiebreaker if needed. As
and
and
each contestant was observed and interOverall Wild Bunch Match Winner.
Robyn DaVault.
viewed the judges made notes and
marked each category with the appropriate score. The the arena atop their trusty steeds, navigating through courses
scores were then tallied and from the totals the judges of fire in quest of victory. Spectators watched in awe while
made their decisions.
cheering for their favorite Cowboy or Cowgirl at one of the
Thanks to the following people for their help and largest Mounted Shooting events ever held.
hard work in making this year’s Costume Contest a sucShooters came from all over to compete in this year’s
cess: Tom Leoni of Uberti for graciously allowing us to event. In fact, the overall top SASS Mounted Shooting Cowuse his tent for the evening judging. His generosity was boy, Jean Marie Rouvier, is from France. He was here in Arigreatly appreciated. Being a Costume Judge is a chal- zona on holiday visiting friends. Jean Marie, aka Billy Cook,
lenging job and Emma Starr (SASS #3517), Texas is a long time SASS shooter and good friends with veteran
Flower (SASS #43753), Skinny (SASS #7361), and SASS shooters turned Mounted Shooters, Yves and Andree
Capt. Dan Blodgett (SASS #75655) accepted that chal- Langois. Yves and Andree mounted Jean Marie atop one of
lenge and did a remarkable job. Their help and dedica(Continued on page 24)
tion is very much appreciated.
~ Chapter 7 ~
Meanwhile Across the Street
a Third Championship Match
is Taking Place
The SASS National Mounted
Shooting Championship
Hosted by the Arizona Cowboy
Mounted Shooting Association
(ACMSA)

T

By Wendy Schaefer

he anticipated showdown among
Mounted Shooters of all levels did
at the Ben Avery Shooting facility not
disappoint. The 2016 Winter Range
Silver Jubilee Mounted Shooting competition was a sight to see. More than
100 mounted competitors raced across
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their top notch shooting horses known as “Surprise.”
Together with Jean Marie’s SASS experience and Surprise’s superior athletic ability, they won their class and
Jean Marie took home the Overall SASS Cowboy title.
The overall SASS Cowgirl was Kenda Lenseigne,
aka Cowgirl Kenda. Kenda and her mare Sparky are a
sight to behold. They blaze through the patterns at top
speed with deadly accuracy; together they are the true
definition of fluid movement. Kenda is a top level
mounted shooter with multiple World Championship titles under her belt. She travels the world putting on clinics and giving lessons to those who have never seen or
possibly even heard of Mounted Shooting. She is a pioneer and leader in this sport and even has her own line
of Uberti short stroke Mounted Shooting firearms.
Jean Marie and Kenda each took home a check for
their class wins, the overall SASS Cowboy/Cowgirl
Mounted Shooter title, and trophy buckles. This year’s
competition was hosted by ACMSA, the largest and oldest CMSA affiliate Mounted Shooting club in the world.
For those of you who may be wondering, Mounted
Shooting spawned from SASS shooters who were also
“old west cowboy” enthusiasts; those who fantasized
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about what it would be like to be Wyatt Earp or Jesse
James or just a regular cowpoke.
One SASS shooter in particular took this dream to
the next level. He figured out how to combine his two
passions, riding horses and shooting, into one event—
Jim Rodgers, founder of the Cowboy Mounted Shooters
Association (CMSA) and Winter Range. During the
early years, Jim and a handful of other enthusiasts
began Mounted Shooting just for fun. They would go
into the desert, place balloon targets in bushes and
trees, strap on a pair of single action Colt .45s loaded
with black powder blanks, mount their trusty steeds,
and then run through the course, shooting the targets as
they went. It was pretty western to say the least. In no
time others heard about it and also wanted to play. It
wasn’t long until they brought the sport out of the
desert and into the arena and Cowboy Mounted Shooting was born.
The Cowboy Mounted Shooting Association,
CMSA, was founded and incorporated in 1996. Today
there are more than 112 affiliate clubs nationwide, along
with several clubs in Canada and France, and roughly
2000 active CMSA members. If you would like more information on Cowboy Mounted Shooting, please visit
www.cmsaevents.com or www.ascmsa.com.
~ Chapter 8 ~
It Ain’t Over Till the Fat Lady Sings
Everyone’s a Winner
But Some Got Awards
aturday night, the match is over and everyone is
eating dinner, relaxing and checking the scoreboard. The sweet sixteen men and women are announced and the next morning the grandstands are
filled as pairs are randomly drawn and the shoot-offs
begin. Meanwhile, inside the main tent the dinner tables are removed and the tent is rearranged for the
awards ceremony. Hundreds of pounds of awards are
carried into the tent and arranged by category. First
place is a Remington Bronze statue and a gold and silver buckle. Second through fifth place receive Garmin
statues and second through tenth place receive bronze
buckles. The WBAS shooters have their own unique
awards.
After the sweet 16 shoot-offs are over the crowd
pours into the main tent and the awards begin. The Wild
Bunch Action Awards are handed out with Boggus Deal
being the Men’s Overall Winner and Half-a-HandHenri the Ladies’ Overall Winner. Boggus Deal is the
WBAS Overall Match Winner. And then the Cowboy
Action Awards begin with each category’s winners
being read and each winner going to the stage to receive their awards. Finally the Sweet 16 Winners are
(Continued on page 26)
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Winter Range 2016 . . .
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announced, Robyn DaVault for the men and SASS Kicker for
the women. And then the most eagerly anticipated awards of
all—the Top Overall Shooters. The Overall Winner of the
Winter Range Silver Jubilee is Cody James. He is the
youngest shooter, at age 15, to ever win Winter Range; the
overall lady shooter is SASS Kicker—AND they are brother
and sister… the perfect end to a record-setting match.

VISIT

~ Chapter 9 ~
It All Comes Tumbling Down
hile the awards ceremony is going on, the Rangers
and those board members not involved in the awards
ceremony are out on the range dismantling the stages.
Everything constructed for the match now has to be disassembled, stacked, and made ready to be loaded on trailers
and hauled off-site. Once the trailers reach the storage yard
the props are offloaded and placed into storage containers
to protect them from the desert sun. The targets are sorted
by type and size and lined up in a section of the yard. In a
year of records another new record is set. One that is almost unbelievable. All that was Winter Range has been
taken down, removed from the shooting bays, and stored
offsite by 1:30 p.m. on Monday, the day after the awards
ceremony! Twenty-five years of setting-up and takingdown and getting more and more efficient at doing it has
really paid-off as everyone needs to kick back and take a
break. Takedown has to be done quickly as another match
starts on the Tuesday after Winter Range ends.
(Continued on page 28)
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Epilogue
The Silver Jubilee was in the books but there were still two
things left to do. First, on the Tuesday after Winter Range, before all the Rangers head home, the Rough Riders treat the
Rangers to a banquet to express gratitude for their hard work
and to make sure they know they are a vital part of the Winter
Range family. After a night of story telling, dinner, and drinks,
a raffle is held to pass out some much-deserved gifts to the
Rangers. There are some final hugs and handshakes and a fond
farewell until it is time to begin the setup of Winter Range 2017.
And now there’s only one more thing to do—say the single
biggest thank you of all. Thanks to YOU, the shooters. The
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Rough Riders spend all year working and planning for
each Winter Range to make sure our guests feel as welcome as possible and for them to have as good of a time
as possible. By the time this makes it into The Cowboy
Chronicle it will be July and by then we will be five
months into the planning cycle for Winter Range 2017.
More than 500 shooter comments were received. All have
been read and we are working to make Winter Range 2017
a fun and exciting experience for old friends and new
shooters alike.
Winter Range 2017 will take place February 20
through 26, 2017. SEE YOU!

(See WINNERS on next page)
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Overall
Man

Overall
Lady

WR Wild Bunch Winners
Boggus Deal
SASS #64218

Half-A-Hand Henri
SASS #9727
NM

WR Plainsman
Lefty Eastman
Speed Pistol Duelist
Cowgirl—Serenity
Cowboy—Pecos Nick
Speed Pistol Two Handed
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Waterloo
Speed Rifle
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Deuce Stevens
Speed Shotgun Double
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Pecos Nick
Speed Shotgun ‘97
Cowgirl—Hey You
Cowboy—Red Knee
Speed Shotgun ‘87
Cowgirl—Serenity
Cowboy—Lassiter

Overall
Man
Overall
Lady
49’er

Buckarette

Buckaroo

B-Western
C. Baron

C. Baroness
Classic CB

NM

Cody James
SASS #90540

SASS Kicker
SASS #91899
Oklahoma Dee
SASS #44562
Lily Bleu
SASS #74957
Texas Twister
SASS #88596
Texas Slim
SASS #43510
Rowdy Otis
SASS #43474
Ramblin’ Rose
SASS #2811
Slick McClade
SASS #69490

AZ
AZ

TX

LA

CA

TX

AZ

CO
LA

Modern

Boggus Deal
SASS #64218 NM
Traditional Samuel B. Carpenter
SASS #34043 NOR
Senior Modern Jubal Early
SASS #24642 LA

WR Side Match Winners

Pocket Pistol
Cowgirl—Sonora Blaze
Cowboy (tied)
Colorado Jackson
Territorial Rider
Derringer
Cowgirl—Hey You
Cowboy—Waterloo
Long Range Pistol
Hey Granpa
Long Range Rifle Lever—
Rifle Caliber
Gillyboy
Long Range Rifle Lever—
Pistol Caliber
Sarival Slim
Long Range Single Shot Rifle
Texas Tiger
Long Range Single Shot Rifle
Optical
Grandpa Dillon

Classic CG
Cowboy
Cowgirl
Duelist

E. Statesman

Fr. Cartridge
FC Duelist

F Gunfighter

Frontiersman

Long Range WR Buffalo Rifle
River City Reb
Long Range Bill Williams Bison
Shoot
Quicksilver Slim
Quigley Rifle
Muleskinner
Buckey O’Neill Military Rifle
Single Shot
Jackpine Bill
Buckey O’Neill Military Rifle
Bolt Action
H. F. McCawley
Annie Oakley Long Range
Lil Chickadee
Shotgun Clays
Mica McGuire
Shotgun Clays Black Powder
Lefty Too Slim
Shotgun Skeet
Territorial Ryder
Shotgun Skeet Black Powder
Double Tap Taylor

WR Main Match Winners

Serenity
SASS #64962 CAN
Single Barrel
SASS #60184 CA
SASS Kicker
SASS #91899 AZ
Pecos Nick
SASS #94945 NV
Blue Ridge Ranger
SASS #31232 AZ
Snakebite
SASS #4767
CA
Four Bucks
SASS #36386 ID
Boaz
SASS #88829 OH
The Brisco Kid
SASS #26032 OK

Gran Patron
Bloody Bill Anderson
SASS #61673
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CA

Grand Dame Two Sons
SASS #12636 IN
Gunfighter
Whisperin’ Wade
SASS #36209 OR
Junior Boy
Cody James
SASS #90540 AZ
Junior Girl
Bonnie MacFarlane
SASS #92385 CA
Lady 49’er
Texas Tiger
SASS #74829 NM
Lady BW
Panhandle Cowgirl
SASS #77924 TX
Lady Duelist Dixie Bell
SASS #5366
UT
Lady FC
Bent Barrel Betty
SASS #33237 TX
Lady FC
Duel
Kow Katcher
SASS #53134 TX
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2016 August West
S. July
Traditional
SASS #45079 AZ
L. Modern
Half-A-Hand Henri
SASS #9727
NM
L. Traditional Texas Tiger
SASS #74829 NM

Shotgun Trap
Colorado Jackson
Shotgun Trap Black Powder
Elliott James
Wild Bunch
Side Match
Winners
Speed Pistol
Lady—Babe Ruthless
Man—Shell Stuffer
Speed Rifle
Lady—Serenity
Man—Frederick Jackson Turner
Long Range Pistol
Lady—Serenity
Man—Evil Roy
Long Range Rifle
Lady—Texas Tiger
Man—Garrison Joe
Team Shotgun
Ladies—Lady Jane, Serenity
Men—Garrison Joe, Silver Tip

L. FC
Gfighter

Half-A-Hand Henri
SASS #9727 NM
L. Gunfighter Lilly Long
SASS #81344 UT
Lady Senior Belinda Belle
SASS #42966 ID
L. S. Senior Second Fiddle Sue
SASS #55872 UT
L. Wrangler Echo Meadows
SASS #50735 AZ
Senior
Fast Eddie
SASS #76308 GA
S. Duelist
J. M. Brown
SASS #27309 NC
S. Gunfighter Lassiter
SASS #2080
OH
Silver Senior Ol Short Tom
SASS #12635 IN
Wrangler
Cowboy Carty
SASS #86059
IL
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Digital vs. Printed…

want to add my compliments to you and the SASS staff for
the digital version of The Cowboy Chronicle. The printed
magazine was great, but I can send the e-copy to lots of people I couldn’t send the hard copy. I already have five potential
Cowboy Action Shooters™ in my group of students, all teenagers and young adults, who devour The Cowboy Chronicle
and are eager to learn more. I’ve conducted two firearms
safety classes and a few of them have acquitted themselves
well at the range. And we have just gotten started. I wouldn’t
have been able to create that kind of interest with hard copies
Computers are a still bit foreign to me even after all these
years of using them and I’m still befuddled by them at times,
but I can see how easy it is to distribute information and if
we’re going to attempt to interest the younger generation,
electronic is the only way to go. It’s being rather foolish to

Y

Praise for Colonel Dan…

Dear Colonel Dan,
our article from the April 2016 edition of The Cowboy
Chronicle was thoroughly enjoyable, and we completely
agree with you—it’s time to push back on politicians and restore
the Constitution as written. It’s necessary to get people to force
their elected officials to do their jobs and not abdicate their power
to write laws to the executive and judiciary branches of govern-
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not realize that. I can’t recount the number of replies I get
from sending The Cowboy Chronicle. I even send it to nonshooters and other “liberals,” many of whom are close
friends. Don’t let the nay-sayers bother you.
—Col. Richard Dodge
SASS #1750 Life
**************
Thanks for a great job! A number of our members have
actively sought me out at various matches and commented
on how much they like the new quarterly. The general theme
of their comments: not only do they enjoy having a hard
copy again, but the colorful and professional layout is very
impressive and most appreciated. This was a super move on
the part of SASS! Soldier on…
—Colonel Dan
SASS #24025 Life
ment. Legislators who abdicate their power to other government
entities violate the principal of three separate branches of government as well as the Fifth Amendment which specifically
states “ … a person may not be deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of law …” Nowhere does the Constitution allow regulatory agencies or members of the executive
or judiciary branches of government to regulate schools, the environment, health care, or marriage laws. When lawmakers create such convoluted laws, which the judiciary is obligated to
explain and clarify, they not only abdicate responsibility, they
violate the Constitution. Lawmakers who write those kinds of
laws should be replaced at the earliest opportunity.
Elected officials also fail in their responsibility to remove
Supreme Court justices who violate their oath of office by
practicing judicial activism. Often this activism uses the interstate commerce clause located in the body of the Constitution
while totally disregarding the Tenth Amendment, which states
that any rights not specifically allocated to the federal government is reserved to the states. States need to nullify rulings or
laws that are not within the federal scope of responsibility according to the Tenth Amendment.
Please continue your good work to publicly express what
so many of us are trying to show at the ballot box—elected officials must be held accountable to follow the laws of the land
and when they forgot that most basic fact, they should be voted
out of office and replaced with people who hold our Constitution dear.
—Scout Dawg Smitty
SASS #69322
—RidgeRunner Dale
SASS #69323
**************
Thank you for those most kind words and very thoughtful
note. Your patriotism and dedication shines through in grand
fashion. I salute you both. You set the example that I would
pray all Americans would strive to emulate. Remain resolute
and soldier on.
—Colonel Dan
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Preparing for
Costume Contests
A

By Texas Flower, SASS #43753 Life Regulator

s Texas Mac (SASS #43494) and I traveled attending
matches in the last year, I noticed more shooters are taking
a greater interest in the costuming associated with our sport. Required costuming is what makes our shooting sport so unique!
There were more than 40 costume entries at the 2015 State
Championship in Texas, the 2015 Regional in Oklahoma, and at
2016 Winter Range, and these contests required contestants to go
before judges! I have been delighted to see so many gentlemen
dressing for the costume contests! Most matches offer shooting
and best dressed contests, but some may have additional costume
contests, so be sure to check their schedule.
I entered many costume contests after joining SASS® and becoming a Cowboy Action Shooter™. As a contestant, I put much
time and thought into preparing for the contests. Yes, I made mistakes, but learned from them. Now I am often asked to be a judge
for costume contests, so I began to think about how I might help
others, especially those new to costume contests, avoid some of
my mistakes and be a better prepared contestant.
If you read my article in the 2016 April Cowboy Chronicle
(“SASS Costume Contest Management and Administration Handbook Revised”), you understand how costume contests work and what
judges might be looking for in a costume. The scoring criteria for Best
Dressed are usually Authenticity, Originality, Details, and Knowledge
of Costume, unless costumes are judged on appearance only.
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Texas Flower, SASS
When preparing for a cosLife/Regulator #43753
tume contest, the first thing to
do is check any costume information provided for the match/event you will be attending.
This will tell you what categories will be offered, when the
contests will be held, and if there are any specific requirements, such as who is eligible to enter. The information
should be posted on the club’s website.
Once you select your costume category and have your
costume(s) chosen, think about the details. Is your costume
based on a fashion plate, picture, or person? If so, try to take
a copy of a picture with you to the contest for the judges to
see who or what you are depicting. If you have a very unique
or original accessory you will be using, such as a sword, hat,
piece of jewelry, or a special pocket watch, be sure to show
those special items to the judges. If you wear spectacles and
do not have period appropriate ones to wear, you might want
to remove your modern spectacles for the costume contest.
A presentation is not required, but it is best to be prepared
to answer questions about your costume. There may be a
time limit, so if you want to make a presentation be sure you
do not spend too much time on a story. This is a costume
contest and the judges want to know about your costume.
Are you entering the couple’s category? If so, be sure
both of your costumes are of the same time period, such as
the 1860s (Civil War) or type of dress such as B-Western. It
is nice if both of you can talk a little about your own costume.
Gentlemen, does your costume indicate a profession or
purpose such as a gambler, marshal, banker, or shopkeeper?
Do you have the proper accessories to match? Be sure to
point those out to the judges.
Ladies, if you are wearing a Victorian gown, you might
be asked what is the time period of your gown or for what
purpose your gown would be worn, such as a traveling outfit
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~Best Junior Boy~
Jus Oneshot

~Best Junior Girl~
Lily Bleu

or afternoon dress. If your gown requires a hat, make sure the
hat and gown are of the same time period. A hat should not be
worn with a ball gown. A tiara, hair clip, or flowers would be
appropriate. And as much as we love showing off our beautiful
corsets, unless you are in the Soiled Dove, a Steampunk, or a
fantasy category, do not put a corset on the outside of your clothing for the costume contest. No proper lady would have wanted
anyone to see her corset. It is up to you if you want to mention
any of your underpinnings, but you will probably not be asked
about them. Also, most ladies of the 1800s did not have the short
hair many of us enjoy today. So, if you do not have long hair,
get a hairpiece or wig to go under those beautiful hats and tiaras.
I do not need to say much about the B-Western/Silver
Screen, Military, and Soiled Dove categories. Contestants are
usually very knowledgeable about their costumes, uniforms,
and accessories. Often the B-Western/Silver Screen contestants
are portraying a specific character, and usually do a great job
of depicting that character. Remember, this is the only category that allows zippers!
Most of the Military contestants have done a good bit of
VISIT

~Best Man~
Marshal W. Hill

~Best Lady~
Pinto Annie

research and often bring a picture. Military contestants should
be able to tell the judges what branch of service or unit they
are depicting, if they are an officer or enlisted man, what rank,
and what items on the uniform indicate that information.
The Soiled Dove/Parlor House Madam category is always
popular. After all, this is the only category in which you can
show off your underpinnings! There are no “rules” for putting
together a costume, but look at some of the original pictures of
soiled doves, saloon girls, and madams for inspiration.
Then, of course, there are the Junior categories. These
young contestants are always so fun and cute. Whether it is a
shooting costume or the best-dressed costumes, I am always
excited to see them participate. These are our future costumers,
and I encourage all 16-year-olds and under to enjoy costuming
and to enter those costume contests!
All of these suggestions are meant to be helpful in preparing to be a better contestant in any costume contest, but the bottom line is to enjoy showing off those fabulous costumes. Don’t
be shy, and have fun when entering contests. After all, look at
the time and money we all spend to have great costumes!
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wWEST’S WILD WEST
Roger Rapid,
SASS #96080

T

i

The 2015 SASS Western Regional
By Roger Rapid, SASS #96080

he mid-1800s was the heyday of the
Wild West. It was a time of rough cowboys, claim-hungry prospectors, lawless
towns, and regular folks following dusty
trails in search of their dream homestead.
But the movement west ended in
California, for that’s where the land
stopped. Even so, California had its fair
share of cattle ranches, rustlers, gold
claims, and shootouts, so it’s only fitting
the state is also home to a great Cowboy
Action Shooting™ range, the Chorro Valley Regulators (CVR), host of the
twenty-first Chorro Valley Shoot-Out,
2015 SASS Western Regional, held August 5-9, 2015.

On his way to a quick side-by-side re-load, Panhandle Red dumps out the empties.

Racking her ’73, Bonnie McFarland
already has three cases flying high.
This quick Young Gun is known
to have six or seven empties
in the air before the first one
hits the ground.

“We had over 300 registered shooters,” said Sinful, Sheriff of CVR, and CoMatch Director of the event, “and
between the 12 main matches, warm-up
matches, speed events, long range, side
events, and black-powder night shoot,
there was a lot of shooting activities to
keep our Cowboys and Cowgirls busy
and excited.”
The proximity to the Pacific Ocean—
just 5 miles away—presented an incredible climate for an outdoor event.
Temperatures ranged in the high 70s during the day to the 50s at night and clear
blue skies chased away each morning’s
coastal haze just in time for the first shots
of the day. And while the weather made
VISIT

the event comfortable, the CVR members
made it happen. “I’m really proud of our
team,” said Sinful. “Running an event like
this requires devoted folks who contribute
a lot of their time to bring it all together
and provide our guests with a great event
with all the toppings. And,” he added, “I
get real pleasure when our guests tell me
what a great time they had, or how well
their needs and interests as Cowboy Action Shooters™ were addressed.”
“This event drew shooters from all
over California.” Said El Lazo, Co-Match
Director and SASS Territorial Governor.
“And, we had Cowboys and Cowgirls
from Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and
some even drove in from Texas. I was re-
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After finishing his pistol string, Solvang Shootist starts to make his way to his Winchester.

The West’s Wild West • The 2015 SASS Western Regional . . .

ally glad to see so many shooters return
from previous years,” he added. “We had
shooters of all levels, including our young
shooters, who are pretty darn amazing to
watch. With such a mix of shooters, Sinful and I focused carefully on the scenarios to ensure we had prepared an array of
challenges and fun for everyone.”
Wednesday (day one) featured ROI

and ROII training classes, a Wild Bunch
match, Cowboy Trap, and three stages of
warm-up mini-matches. Wednesday
evening was a black-powder night shoot,
with about 25 shooters in the posse. Cowboy Trap continued through day two,
along with more warm-up mini-matches,
long range, speed events, and a Plainsman
mini-match. Friday morning (day three)

VISIT
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kicked off with a mandatory shooters
meeting that set the rules and expectations
for the 12 stages that followed. A second
shooters’ meeting was held at high noon
for the posses that shot in the afternoon.
(The 24 posses were arranged in two
groups that shot alternating mornings and
afternoons on the two main-stage days.)
(Continued on page 36)
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The West’s Wild West •
The 2015 SASS Western Regional . . .
(Continued from page 35)

Over 11,000 items

In addition to CVR’s colorful permanent façades, the site
came alive as a Wild West “town” once the 22 vendor tents
were erected. Vendors came from all over to provide a wide
range of goods and services, from leather to clothing, boots
to spurs, gunsmithing and ammo, and everything in between.
On-site food services and Hawaiian shaved ice served up the
grub for our hungry shooters.
The black-powder night shoot—a colorful highlight of
the SASS Western Regional—featured three stages that were
trail-bossed by Three Fingered Dutchman, CVR member and
former sheriff of the Pozo River Vigilance Committee. “For
those folks who don’t regularly shoot black powder during
the day,” Three Finger said, “we hope they’ll load up some
black powder cartridges or dust off those cap and ball revolvers and make smoke with us! Shooting black powder during the day is fun, but shooting it at night, when you can just
barely see the target in the dark and smoke, stirs up a lot of
excitement.” Minimal lighting was used to help the shooters
see the targets, but once the flash and smoke started, it was
anyone’s guess exactly where the targets were; here’s where
a “clang” was a spotter’s best friend.
Scoring for the Regional was done electronically on a
system called the Cowboy Action Simplified Scoring system
that was developed by CVR member Tex Wayland. “We instituted electronic scoring almost a year before the Regional,”
said Sinful. “To ensure efficiency and functionality, I asked
all our members to take turns learning and using the system
during our monthly matches so every posse at the Regional
would have at least two or three CVR members who were
knowledgeable in its usage to assist the scorer if need be.
During the Regional we scored on both regular time cards and
on our new iPads and ran them in tandem just in case. But it
was flawless,” he added,” and we were able to display real
time scoring results on a 50" screen outside the Sheriff’s office. But more important than the instant updating and posting
of daily results,” Sinful said, “is the system eliminated any
possibility of math errors by the scorers, and ensured that the
scores were recorded with deadly accuracy.”
When the shooting was done for the day, CVR’s #10 Saloon provided the right place and ambiance for peanuts, pretzels, and a cool one. And it was a great time to catch up with
old friends and listen to tales of how a pesky fly made your
buddy miss, why that darn old ’73 keeps jacking out live
ones, and more such “the big one got away” stories. And as
you would expect to find in any Wild West saloon, there were
tables in every corner with Cowboys and Cowgirls arguing
and laughing over a deck of cards.
Topping off three days of great shooting, was CVR’s
Five-Star Dinner, one of the icons of this event and a title not
to be taken lightly. The menu included a choice of prime rib
or chicken (or both if you wanted) and shrimp along with all
the trimmings, on real plates and silverware, and both the
preparation and the service was top notch. Dinner was followed by a selection of desserts and a live western band lead
by well-known Monte Mills. Between the food, friends,
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ounded in 1992 by Cole Younger and Johnny Waco, CVR today boasts more than
90 members with regular monthly two-day matches. CVR is a time-honored range
with seven permanent stage façades, an open multi-purpose range, and a long-range
stage featuring targets at 100 and 400 yards. The range boasts an adjacent camping
area for up to 200 trailers. And to ease those tired legs, the CVR hay wagon makes
regular runs from its “town” to the camping area.
Mark your calendars for the twenty-second SASS Western Regional, to be held
August 10-14, 2016. For those that don’t have a trailer, there are plenty of local motels
in neighboring Morro Bay, a scenic coastal town just five minutes from the range or
in San Luis Obispo, seven miles south, which is a great college town with plenty to
do. For campers who prefer to stay locally, but not at the range, there is a County
park four miles away and a State park five miles away; both have a mixture of full
hookup and dry camping sites.
For registration forms or more information about the twenty-second SASS Western
Regional, please visit www.chorrovalleyregulators.org and come shoot with us!

In a side match run
completely by Young Guns
(under the watchful eye
of a senior advisor),
Young Gun and
TO Bonnie McFarland
rides herd on
Texas Twister.

A celebrated event for CVR members
is recognizing the recipient of our
Cowboy of the Year Award.
The 2015 award went to
CVR Deputy Horned Toed Tom,
posing here with his wife
Pistol Packing Pancha.

music, and dancing, Saturday night was
pretty special.
Sunday morning featured the Top 16
Men’s and Ladies’ Shoot Offs and the
competition was pretty fierce, with Long
Swede winning the Men’s Top Gun and
Molly Magoo winning the Ladies’ Top
Gun. Following the elimination shootouts
was a team event, which had more than
100 shooters. The awards ceremony
capped off the event, allowing CVR to
properly recognize and honor the winners. CVR’s Deputy, Horned Toed Tom
was presented the Cowboy of the Year
Award to a huge round of applause from

his fellow pards. After the awards ceremony, it was time for handshakes, hugs,
and farewells as attendees began to pack
up and begin their trek back home.
The Chorro Valley Regulators is a
highly active Cowboy Action Shooting™
range located in San Luis Obispo, about
halfway between San Francisco and Los
Angeles, and just five miles from the Pa-
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cific Ocean. CVR shares space with the
prominent Hogue Action Shooting
Range, a popular regional and national
speed pistol range where the best-of-thebest have competed for top gun. The
CVR range sits amidst a 440-acre grazing
range that was used by the U.S. Army in
1941 as a grenade, 3.5" rocket, and 100yard and 500-yard rifle range.

2016
Trailhead
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Artie Fly, SASS #25397 and
Sexie Sadie, SASS #25398
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The Silver Anniversary
By Artie Fly, SASS #25397 and Sexie Sadie, SASS #25398
Photos by Davy Austin, Doc Boedecker,
Hanna Call, and Major Photography

inter Range held their 25th Anniversary Silver Jubilee
match this year but so did another club. The Texas Historical Shootist Society (THSS) hosted theirs March 24-27 at the
Brune Land and Cattle Company Ranch in Columbus, Texas.
THSS was founded in 1989 as the first officially formed Cowboy
Action Shooting™ club in Texas and held their first Trailhead

in 1991. A few of the original members are still around, but
notably, this year’s theme was for the fallen members throughout the years. Activities included a Cowboy Honor Guard firing off a salute to Long-Haired Jim Courtwright, the most
recently fallen original member.
The cowboy range named Gunsmoke, has been on the

Long-time THSS members formed an honor guard saluting the fallen members of THSS, and dedicated each stage to their memory.
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Just four of the well developed stages at Gunsmoke.
The boardwalk shows the front of four stages to the right of Adobe Walls.
This post card was designed to publicize the range.

Trailhead 2016 . . .

Brune Ranch since March 1990. Gunsmoke is one of the best developed CASspecific ranges in the country. We first
shot Trailhead in 1995 and several times
over the years. While we have attended
all Trailheads as vendors since then, we
had not shot there in some 10 years. We
made a special effort to compete this year
and we were not disappointed to be part
of the 128 participants.
THSS uses a system of Stage Marshals, two per stage, to insure continuity
in firing procedures for all posses. We
shot five stages each day and there was a
nice variety of stage design. Each set of
five had one “dump” target that was BIG!
I’m talking four-foot by eight-foot Texas
big! The shooter placed all guns on the
table and just unloaded as quickly as they
dared. Even so, not everyone cleaned

A shooter takes aim at the swinger
on one of the more challenging stages.
The targets seen in the distance
are for Cody-Dixon shooters
that use rifle-caliber guns.

those big target stages.
There were also more challenging
stages, like the Gunsmoke Social Club that
included a swinging target, which I find a
lot of fun. The targets were all a good size,
but the variety of distances to targets from
stage to stage determined the difficulty between the two extremes. There were eight
clean shooters out of 128. I am at best an
average shooter and I shoot in the Frontiersman category, but I was able to clean
this match (a rarity for me). It was by no
Is this a BIG target or what?
means a difficult match overall, but rather
Here, Frontiersman winner Six unloads on the
a fun and challenging one.
target 21 feet away while Texas Jack Daniels times.
The awards banquet provided a couVISIT
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MAIN MATCH WINNERS
Copperhead James and
Canadian Two Feathers
with plaques verifying their
bragging rights. On Sunday morning
Two Feathers led her group
to a first place finish in the Team Shoot.

ple of special treats. On the culinary side,
Hildegard Hamhocker delivered an unbelievable desert table of guilty pleasures
for all diets. The table was easily as long
as the dinner serving line and loaded with
cakes, pies, cupcakes, and cookies. The
other treat was the number of guns raffled
away. Several shooters commented there
were more guns here than given out at
Winter Range, a 700-plus shooter match.
Copperhead James (Wrangler) and
Canadian Two Feathers (Lady 49’er)
topped the overall competition this year.
Two Feathers and Canadian Black Magic
(number nine, overall) added the international flavor to the event and adapted
well to our Texas style of shooting, proving they could find their front sights.
THSS took the opportunity to honor
the Brune family for their long-time support and encouragement, resulting in one
of the finest Cowboy ranges in the country. To wrap things up, THSS provided
shoot surveys and had a healthy 50 percent return rate. These surveys will provide advice and comments to help make
next year’s Trailhead even better. We
hope to see you there!
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DISPATCHES FROM
.CAMP BAYLOR ,
Taylor and Company’s
Short-Stroked SAAs

Captain George Baylor,
SASS Life / Rugulator #24287

L

ong before SASS® came along, gunsmiths were altering Colt Single Action Army internal parts to shorten the
hammer stroke. Distance equals time. If
the gun is easier to cock, you can shoot it
faster. Wes Flowers popularized it in
SASS several years ago. Several gunsmiths do it now. Now manufacturers are
doing it at the factory. This is a good
thing. Taylor’s and Company sells Uberti-

By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Patron Life Regulator
made short-stroked SAAs in three variations in .357/.38 Special and .45 Colt:
The Smoke Wagon—Features a
low-set traditional hammer spur, checkered Navy-size grips (meaning standard
SAA size), wide trigger, and short stroke
action, 4-3/4" or 5-1/2" barrel.
The Runnin Iron—Features a low
and wide hammer spur, similar to the popular “Super Blackhawk” hammer, checkered Navy-size grips, wide trigger, and
short stroke action, 4-3/4" or 5-1/2" barrel.

The Gunfighter—features the Colt
1860 Army grip frame, which is longer
than the Navy or SAA, Smoke Wagon
hammer, and 5-1/2" barrel.
All feature beautifully made checkered one-piece grips. I tested a Gunfighter in .357/.38 simply because that
was what Taylor’s had left in their booth
at the end of Winter Range.
The Taylor’s guns come in standard
and tuned versions. The tuned versions
are in the $750 (list price) range, pretty

Taylor’s Gunfighter, one of three short-stroked SAAs available tuned and race ready.
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The Gunfighter features 5-1/2" barrel, wide trigger, wide rear sights, 1860 Army grip frame, case hardened frame
and hammer, blued barrel, cylinder, and grip frame.

Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .

much ready to race. Of course that’s what I wanted to test.
I found the test gun beautifully fitted and finished, featuring a case hardened frame and blued barrel, cylinder, and
grip frame. The parts fit tight. Lock up is solid, and the cylinder is very tight with no perceptible end shake. The front edge
of the grip frame had, on (very) close inspection, looked like
it had been over-polished, a cosmetic glitch at most, but every
other edge and seam was near perfect.
The action felt very good. The Taylors’ website says triggers are tuned to a three-pound pull. This is a good, safe
weight for a competition SAA. Using my RCBS trigger pull
gauge, the test sample measured 2-3/4 to 2-7/8 pounds consistently for 10 tries. Crisp break. Perfect. Those who want
lighter triggers will no doubt take the gun to their pet gunsmith anyway. I went to Founders Ranch and ran 200 rounds
of varied ammunition through it with no problems. Cocking
was light, and, of course, short-stroked.
Single Action Army “Clones”
The basic gun we are talking about here is a modern production version of an 1873 Colt Single Action Army. There
are a few differences from the original. Additional improvements over the original Colts are a wide non-tapered front
sight, and a wide rear sight. The handspring on the original
Colt uses a flat spring. These use a more reliable coil spring.
In order to be imported, they have to have a manual safety.
They use a dual-position base pin. If pushed in to the second
notch, the hammer is pushed back to the safety notch.
VISIT

Hammers, Medium and Low
The Smoke Wagon features a traditional profile hammer that
is 0.10" lower than standard Uberti SAAs. At one time Colt made
guns with that profile. The Runnin Iron hammer is considerably
lower and wider, which assists fast one-handed cocking.
One of the reasons lowered hammers are popular is Duelist
shooters like them. It’s less wear and tear on the arthritic thumb.
I have arthritic thumbs, and I can continue to shoot duelist because of lowered hammers and light actions.
Some two-handed shooters like higher hammers because
with lowered hammers that have NOT been short stroked, the
hammer can hit the web of your hand causing failures to fire. A
(Continued on page 42)
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Comparison of the difference between a stock SAA stroke and the short-stroked models from Taylor’s and Company.

Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
(Continued from page 41)
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Beautifully fitted and finished checkered one-piece grips
highlight the guns.

targets, and, for that matter, any other color until some evil
match director paints all of the targets gold. (If he does, take
the black Magic Marker out of your gun cart and black the
front sight.) Sure Hit sights are available from Taylor’s for
$70 a pair.
Otherwise the gun was ready to race. The checkered grips
were extremely well done one-piece grips that fit perfectly. The
checkering was sharp enough assist maintaining your grip. Two
different grip sizes, two different barrel lengths, two different
hammers, and two different calibers give you wide options, but
the “guts” of all three models is the same, an excellent shortstroke action in a well-fitted and built SAA. They are effectively race-ready guns. And at $750 list they are bargains.

i

short-stroke action cures this. With a short stroked action, you
can use a low hammer with either one hand or two.
Accuracy
Normally this is where I would show Ransom Rest results.
I’m not a real gun writer. A real gun writer can shoot one-hole
groups at 50 yards, so any rounds off center are the fault of either
the gun or the ammo. I can’t do this, so I use a Ransom Rest.
There’s only one problem. This gun came with the longer 1860
Army grips, which are great for big hands and give medium
hands plenty of wood to grip for the little finger to not curl
under, but I don’t have an Army grip insert and was too cheap
to buy one for a one-time use. So I tried just shooting carefully
from a rest with two hands at rifle targets at Founders Ranch,
including some at the back of the berm. The gun shoots to point
of aim to my eye and was quite accurate. The sights are good,
with a wide rear sight. My only change would be to put one of
Slick McClade’s Sure Hit Sights over the front sight. That results
in a 1/8" wide brass front sight, very visible against black SASS
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Taylor’s & Company, Inc.
304 Lenoir Drive
Winchester, VA 22603
Phone: 540.722.2017
Fax: 540.722.2018
info@taylorsfirearms.com
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Shooting a
Pin Fire Revolver

O

By Nawlins Kid, SASS #36107 Life Regulator

ver the last few years, I have been contemplating the purchase
of a pin fire revolver for SASS pocket pistol side matches.
After watching Gun Broker for a while, I was able to purchase a

Nawlins Kid, SASS #36107
Life Regulator

receiving my kit, I noticed that the threaded percussion cap holder needed to be opened up a little
bit so the percussion cap could be inserted. The

3
1

German 7mm revolver for $220 with shipping (photo 1).
My next quest was to find reloading supplies. My research
led me to the http://hlebooks.com website that sells reloading
kits and has instructions for reloading pin fires (photo 2). After

2

VISIT

cap holder and cartridge holes also had to be
opened up a little (photo 3) because the holes
did not quite line up. A quick zip of a .067
twist drill opened up the holes. For the pins, I
purchased 1/16" brass rod stock at a local craft
shop.
With the cartridge situation set, now I
needed bullets. After some internet research, I
found http://www.accuratemolds.com, so I
contacted the owner to have him make a bullet
mold for me since there are no commercial
molds available. He now has a 7mm healed
bullet in his catalog under number 30-061C
(http://www.accuratemolds.com/bullet_de
tail.php?bullet=30-061C-D.png).
After making some bullets with soft lead,
it was time to load up some rounds. I used
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Shooting a Pin Fire Revolver . . .

FFFg black powder with the kit’s powder measure. A
little dab of Elmer’s glue is used on the tip of the pins
to keep them in place. Because the bullet is heeled and
has no lube grooves, I had to hand lube the bullet just
above the cartridge case.
Now I had to run some tests to determine the proper
powder charge and sight height. The target I used is an
NRA 50-foot slow fire pistol target, which I set at a sixfoot distance. The revolver grouped well, but was
shooting 4-1/2" high. Since the pin fire does not have a
rear sight or groove, my only option was to increase the
height of the front sight. Also, I ended up using onehalf of a grain less than the powder measure that came
with the kit. I was pleasantly surprised with the results
after these changes. The five shot total is a forty five
(photo 4), with one hit in the seven ring (my first shot)
and the other four shots spread across three-quarters of
an inch. Considering the barrel is only 2-1/2" long with
shallow rifling, I think it performs very well.
I’m looking forward to shooting the pin fire in
pocket pistol side matches and hopefully receiving all
kinds of style points! Shooting a forgotten antique gun
is both rewarding and fun!
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The Jersey Kid,
SASS #287 Life Regulator
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Mortenson Silver
& Saddles ,
By The Jersey Kid, SASS #287 Life Regulator

or me, one of the side benefits of attending END of TRAIL
in New Mexico is the opportunity it affords to take in some
spectacular scenery and to meet up with some old friends. On
Monday of this past END of TRAIL I had a chance to head up
to Santa Fe for lunch at The Cowgirl (Café) with Shanley
Shooter (SASS #71614), Jersey Kid Brother (SASS #48826)
and Bill Manns (author of Cowboys & The Trappings of the Old
West, Packing Iron, etc.) and then to visit with my friend Clint
Mortenson at his wonderful saddle shop. Clint, is among other
things, a great guy and a first rate saddle maker, silversmith,
team roper and mounted shooter. Clint grew up on a ranch in
South Dakota training quarter horses and attended Northern
State University; he learned saddle making from Harry Adams
in Lusk Wyoming and a great deal about silver work from Linda
Doyle and Greg Darnall. Clint was also among the first cowboys to work at Disneyland Paris in 1992 and while there used
a lot of his spare time to repair the tack that was heavily used—
they must have really liked his work because they have paid for
him to return for two weeks a year for the last 23 years!
Clint’s shop is literally adjacent to The Eaves Movie Ranch
(The Cowboys, Silverado, Lonesome Dove, Wyatt Earp) and he
has provided gear to such classic westerns as Appaloosa, 3:10
to Yuma, The Missing, Seraphim Falls, and True Grit, and he
has helped actors such as Viggo Mortenson, Russell Crowe and
Hillary Swank become better riders for their move roles at his
ranch. Clint’s leather work, which includes saddles, tack, belts,
cuffs holsters, etc., is a blend of complete functionality with an

VISIT

Wyatt Mortenson, Mounted Shooting.

artistic eye to carry on that bit of cowboy flash that is ever present in our
world. His saddles are made to order
and are one of a kind. These functional pieces of art range from basic
designs, to beautiful full flower
carved saddles and are extremely well
designed for comfort for your horse
and you and they are built to give you
a lifetime of use. I particularly like
the fact that Clint’s saddles have a
certain vintage look but allow your
legs to move as if you are in a cutting
or barrel saddle; particularly great
when you are competing in mounted
shooting.
Clint’s silver work has become a
staple in the trophy buckle industry
and if you can think it, draw it, or describe it, Clint can make it. Every-
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Finely tooled
Mexican saddle.
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Clint Mortenson

Mortenson Silver & Saddles . . .

thing at Mortenson Silver & Saddles is hand crafted; no die
struck or minted mass produced products. From the buckle
base to every letter, each individual element is cut out by hand,
soldered on by hand, and hand engraved. He has also branched
into so many other offerings, which include conchos, jewelry,
buckle sets, knives, spurs, etc. I once ordered a buckle from
Clint and the end result was wrong because I made an error on
the proof. No problem, as Clint simply made another the way
it was supposed to be—that’s absolutely the Cowboy Way!
Much like Monte Walsh who said, “I won’t do anything I
can’t do from a horse,” Clint spends as much time horseback
as possible and his son Wyatt has developed into a very competitive team roper, sharing the arena with his dad. Clint told
me “I can’t do enough on horses
and I enjoy shooting, so mounted
shooting was a logical next step
for us!” He has also been quite
happy with SASS’s efforts in
keeping the old west alive in our
hearts. So if you’re looking for
something to do in the Santa Fe
area or have a need for anything
cowboy related, give Clint a call
and remember your imagination
is their only limitation!
**********
Mortenson Silver & Saddles
(505) 424-9330
96 Bonanza Creek Road
Santa Fe, NM 87508
info@silverandsaddles.com
http://silverandsaddles.com/
Saddle from the movie,
The Missing.

**********
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Bob Enck
barnmaster@comcast.net
17 East Main Ave
Myerstown, PA 17067

/
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Company Quartermaster

Masonic Cowboy lapel pin 1-inch $7
shipped. You can use Paypal at

t.schultz5@roadrunner.com
Or email me. Nickel City Dude

Phone: 716-693-3237
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Courage of Conviction
The True Spirit of ’76
By Colonel Dan, SASS #24025 Life

“T

Colonel Dan, SASS Life/
Regulator #24025

o avoid criticism, say nothing, do
nothing, be nothing.” That quote from
Justice Clarence Thomas applies very well to
many of those who have or are running for
President just as it applies to a multitude of
Americans who spinelessly let politicians at all
levels get away with poll-driven “campaigns.”
Once in office however, those who seek to be
all things to all people as they pander for the
votes and support of the ignorant end up being
“nothing to nobody” at best and a dangerously
destructive, anti-constitutional force at worst!

We’ve seen this play out repeatedly and
I’m more than done with it.
Justice Thomas gave a courageous
speech on February 13, 2001 at the
Francis Boyer Lecture for the
American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy Research in Washington,
DC entitled “Be Not Afraid.”
(http://www.aei.org/boyer/thomas.htm)
The gist of his message was we must
not be afraid to stand up for what we
know is right despite criticism from the
self-proclaimed guiding elite or
politically correct of the age. In fact,
personal courage in defense of truth is
our sacred and civic duty as shown by
the spirit of our founders in those
summer months of 1776.
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This is a message particularly close to my
heart, for it’s one I’ve written about many
times. I refer to this as having the courage of
your convictions. Displaying that courage in
today’s America, where deceit, hypocrisy,
image, and creeping socialism seem to rule the
day in many sectors of our society isn’t
easy—but neither was the task, taken on by
our forefathers, of establishing a free and
independent nation. It’s been said that
freedom is never free—I agree. I would add
that not only is it never free, it’s never easy.
No matter the depths of political
hypocrisy and deceit, particularly as seen
every election year, we’ve got to remain true
to our ideological principles and demonstrate
the courage of our conviction to truth and
those solid ideals that gave birth to America
and made it superior to any nation on earth.
Regardless of the criticism, we can’t
surrender to what we know is wrong just
because it may be the path of least resistance
and thus reduce the heat of criticism. Keep in
mind the source of that criticism is oft times
liars and hypocrites. Do we seek their
acceptance so much as to compromise our
core beliefs, values, and convictions in order
to gain the promise of their favor? I hope not.
Hypocrisy and deceit may own center stage
on the liberal side of America but if we remain
staunchly committed to a set of ethics based on
truth, we will prevail. Hypocrisy by its very
nature is built on a foundation of lies, as was the
Soviet Union. The USSR fell under its own
weight due in large part to its lies and so it will
be with the hypocrites in America today—but
only if we remain strong in our beliefs. And
when those frauds fall, who will be there to pick
up the pieces if not those who stood strong
throughout the battle? If we give in or give up
and either join the hypocrites, ignore them, or
cower from them, because it’s the easier road,
there will be no one left to pick up the pieces of
truth and reaffirm it for posterity.
Standing strong in the face of public
pressure to cave in and compromise principle
is a difficult test of personal fortitude,
commitment and character but it must be done
if we are to survive a free nation as originally
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intended. Surrendering to lies is a shallow victory but standing
up for truth is the strength of character that runs deep.
In today’s modern America, the trend has been to ignore and
deny truth under the guise of avoiding judgmentalism, but in doing
so we’ve compromised long-held standards and moral values. We
must be willing to stand up and tell the truth of it. Strength to state
the truth and not be intimidated is the strength of heroes. I would
like to see a growing wave of unified millions unapologetically
state for ALL to hear our conviction to such truths as:
• Guns are the tools of freedom, not of evil and the phrase
“…shall not be infringed” means exactly that.
• Modern liberalism is merely repackaged socialism,
communism, and fascism disguised in rhetorical images of
government promised security—the total antithesis of colonial
traditionalism and wholly unacceptable to us.
• We do not apologize for nor will we ever deny the fact it
was those who fervently sought divine guidance who founded
America and did so upon Judeo-Christian principles. And they
certainly did not write the First Amendment to be used as a
basis for running God out of town on a rail of secular atheism.
• We’re a sovereign nation with our own language, traditions
and culture and we will never apologize to anyone for our efforts
in protecting our borders and sustaining our sovereignty.
If I could make only one change in our social fabric today
it would be to encourage all Americans to be unapologetic
vanguards of our traditional principles. Fervent as were the
founders in those beliefs that created this country and made
her strong; reaffirming truth from all points on America’s
compass, standing tough, and never backing down in the face
of hypocrisy, deceit, distortion, or political correctness. Now
is always the best time to make that stand because the strength
of character in America tomorrow will be determined by the
strength of character in Americans today. The strongest
soldiers I ever knew or read about were uncompromising men
of Godly conviction; those who had both strength of character
and fervor—and the fortitude to stand boldly and defiantly
against evil in defense of those principles.
“Truth above all” should be our guidepost—unafraid and
boldly stated by America’s patriotic sons and daughters—you
who are the spiritual descendants of men like Washington,
Madison, Adams, Franklin, and Jefferson. As the Bible
reassures in Matthew 11:18, “Time will prove where wisdom
lies,” and it must lie within us to know the truth and the courage
to defend it and live it. As a people, we must live by the courage
of our convictions if we’re to remain a morally strong, free, and
independent nation and live at peace with ourselves.
The challenge for us is to go confidently from our place
in history armed with truth, as did our founders from their
place in history—undeterred, unapologetic, unswerving and
uncompromising. I’d urge all to experience and generate the
strength, excitement, and freedom that truth in the face of
treachery brings to those who live by the courage of their
convictions—especially during this critical 2016 election.
Draw your strength and courage from that Spirit of ’76
and once having taken up the reins of defending, restoring,
and upholding America’s principles against those that seek to
subvert them—never look back. Soldier on my friends.
Contact Colonel Dan: coloneldan@bellsouth.net
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